School Review Guidelines

School reviews are the platforms for all the users including parents, students, teachers, and
anyone else who wants to share what they liked or didn’t liked about a school, they had
experienced with.

SchoolZIndia is not biased for any particular school and publish both positive as well as
negative reviews about schools, posted by users. So, please be responsible, thoughtful &
careful and be according to our School Review Guidelines in posting your reviews about
school.

SchoolZIndia strives to maintain dignified & respectable atmosphere among all, including users
and schools, so, Please read the below School Review Guidelines before reviewing a school.

* Please be clear & specific when reviewing about a school and try to describe several aspects
of the school, rather than focusing on just one.

* When it comes to using a teacher, Principal or school’s name, Please don’t use any offensive
language. “If you can’t say anything nice, don’t say anything at all.” Reviews containing negative
comments or accusations about named individuals or individuals identified by title, such as “the
principal”, will not be posted. This is for safety and privacy reasons.

* If you have complaints or unresolved issues with the school, please contact the school
directly. Don’t think of expressing on SchoolZIndia as an opportunity to “vent” and do not state
data or facts unless you are sure they are accurate.

* We reserve the right to remove or edit postings that defame or insult anyone and that are
abusive or hateful. Any postings that can be construed as stalking will be deleted and made
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available to the proper law enforcement officials.

* Please don’t post any threat against any school or particular person.

* Please don’t use any obscenities and inappropriate, insulting or hateful language while
reviewing about a school.

* Please don’t post outdated or false information about a school. Do not post a review about a
school you don’t have experienced to, or your child have never attended or your child has not
attended from last many years.
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